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above should thus be considered an upper limit to the true
probability. We will address these problems in our
subsequent paper on the point sources.

5.2. Morphology

The emission at the position of Sgr A* appears to be more
extended than that of the point sources CXOGC
J174538.0!290022 and CXOGC J174540.9!290014 (see
Fig. 5). To test this, we computed a background-subtracted
radial profile of the surface brightness about each source.
The source profiles were extracted in 1 pixel wide annuli out
to a radius of 7 pixels. The mean background for each of the
point sources was estimated from an annulus with inner and
outer radii of 7 and 15 pixels, respectively. The outer radius
of the background annulus for Sgr A* was 20 pixels; counts
from several X-ray point sources within this region were
excluded (see x 6).

The radial profiles are shown in Figure 6. The two com-
parison sources are both heavily absorbed, indicating that
they probably lie near the Galactic center. CXOGC
J174538.0!290022 is softer than Sgr A*, while CXOGC
J174540.9!290014 is harder, so they bracket the energy
dependence of the on-axis PSF. Their profiles have been
normalized to match the central peak of the Sgr A* profile.

We fitted a Gaussian model to each profile, but the fits
to Sgr A* and CXOGC J174538.0!290022 were rejected
with 99.996% and 99.968% confidence, respectively. We

then added a constant term to each model to allow for an
excess in the local background. This yielded acceptable fits
to the point sources and a marginally acceptable fit to Sgr
A*, for which the probability of exceeding !2 ¼ 12:3 with 4
degrees of freedom was 1.5%. The best-fit parameters are
presented in Table 2. The curves in Figure 6 show the best-
fit models with those of the point sources normalized to the
Sgr A* profile. The point-source profiles overlap each other
extremely well, while the profile at Sgr A* is nearly twice as
broad at greater than 11 " significance. Additionally, the fit
to Sgr A* indicates the presence of an excess local back-
ground with amean surface brightness of 0:66# 0:16 counts
pixel!2. For comparison, the mean level within the back-
ground annulus for Sgr A* was 1:19# 0:03 counts pixel!2.

A detailed spatial analysis is beyond the scope of this
paper. Here we present a rough estimate of the intrinsic
width of the emission at Sgr A* by subtracting in quadra-
ture the mean standard deviation of the point-source pro-
files from that of the profile at Sgr A*. This yields an
estimate of 1:23# 0:14 pixels or 0>61# 0>07 for the intrin-
sic size of the source. Recall that 100 corresponds to a pro-
jected distance of$0.04 pc at the Galactic center or$105RS
for a 2:6% 106 M& black hole.

The origin of the extended X-ray component at Sgr A* is
unclear. The scale of the structure is consistent with the
expected Bondi accretion radius (100–200; Bondi 1952) for
matter accreting hydrodynamically onto the SMBH either
from the stellar winds of the nearby cluster of He i/H i emis-
sion-line stars (x 9.1.2) or from the hot diffuse plasma that
we observe surrounding Sgr A* (x 9.3). In some models for
Sgr A*, the gas in the accretion flow is thought to be virial-
ized at this distance to a temperature of '107 K, which is
sufficient to emit X-rays in the Chandra passband (x 9.1.1).
One possibility, therefore, is that we have detected X-ray
emission from gas at the Bondi radius of a hot accretion
flow onto Sgr A*. A second possibility is that the extended
emission comes from a cusp of stars or stellar remnants. For
instance, a neutron-star cluster model has been proposed by
Pessah & Melia (2003) to explain the extended emission
reported here. The existence of a stellar cusp—as opposed
to an isothermal distribution with a flat core—in the central
parsec of the Galaxy has been the topic of an ongoing
debate (see Alexander 1999 and references therein). A third

Fig. 6.—Radial profiles of the 0.5–7 keV emission at the positions of Sgr
A* and two point sources. The point-source profiles have been normalized
to match the central peak of the Sgr A* profile (see x 5.2).

TABLE 2

Gaussian+Constant Fits to Radial Profiles

Source Best-Fit Value

Sgr A*:
Standard deviation (pixels).................... 1.45 (1.34–1.56)
Normalization (counts pixel!2) ............. 20.05 (17.56–22.72)
Constant (counts pixel!2) ...................... 0.66 (0.50–0.82)
!2/dof ................................................... 12.3/4

J174538.0!290022:
standard deviation (pixels) .................... 0.76 (0.73–0.80)
Normalization (counts pixel!2) ............. 62.64 (56.60–68.75)
Constant (counts pixel!2) ...................... 0.21 (0.16–0.27)
!2/dof ................................................... 8.0/4

J174540.9!290014:
standard deviation (pixels) .................... 0.75 (0.70–0.80)
Normalization (counts pixel!2) ............. 24.33 (20.72–28.05)
Constant (counts pixel!2) ...................... 0.06 (0.00–0.13)
!2/dof ................................................... 1.6/4
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Fig. 2. X-ray image of the 10′′ region around Sgr A* (circle).
Surface brightness profile was extracted integrating counts over
annuli from 0 to 10′′. The influence of point sources was rejected
as shown in the image.

Fig. 1 bottom panel is presented in the asinh (the inverse hy-
perbolic sine) scale. In case of the high count rate this scale is
practically logarithmic; for low values it changes linearly. It is
especially useful in subtracted images i.e. the iron line, as it be-
haves well for negative count rate values which might be present.

2.3. Sgr A* surface brightness profile

The surface brightness profile can be constructed in counts
per pixel squared as a function of distance from the
BH. It was previously done for much longer observations
(Shcherbakov & Baganoff 2010) with the exposure time 953 ks.

Here, we repeat this analysis for our data, but we fit them
with a different model (see below Sec. 4). The size of Chandra
pixel is 0.5′′, but the position of the satellite over the duration
of observation can be determined with the 0.1′′ accuracy by
comparing with the known positions of bright point sources. As
noted by Shcherbakov & Baganoff (2010) we can achieve the
pixel resolution accuracy in the surface brightness profile from
knowing the orientation of the detector pixels at the given time.

In Fig. 2 we show pixel image of the close vicinity of the
GC. It was necessary to exclude some point-like features in the
Sgr A* neighbourhood because they broke spherical symmetry
around the source. In order to obtain a radial profile, the net
counts in a set of concentric annuli around Sgr A* were mea-
sured with dmextract tool. The width of annuli is 0.25′′, the
radius of the outer annulus is 10′′, and is marked in Fig. 2 by a
black circle.

The radial profile is monotonically decreasing in the whole
range of radii. The final profile of the surface brightness with
errors is presented in Fig. 3 by red points.

To make any further analysis of the brightness profile on the
sub-pixel scale, we have to account for the point spread func-
tion (PSF) appropriate for the Chandra X-ray telescope. Any
model fitted to the profile has to be convolved with the PSF.
To construct the ACIS-I PSF for our observation we used the
Chandra ray-tracing program, ChaRT4, to simulate the Sgr A*
(point source) photons scattered by the Chandramirrors, and the
MARX5 software version 4.5.0 to projects the simulated rays

4 http://cxc.harvard.edu/chart/runchart.html
5 http://cxc.harvard.edu/chart/threads/marx/

Fig. 3. Vicinity of the black hole up to 10′′ from Sgr A*. Red
points with errors represent observed profile, and are connected
by continuous line. Black long dashed line is normalized PSF.
Twomodels convolvedwith PSF are also presented: green dotted
line for T oute = 1 keV, while blue short dashed line for T oute = 3.5
keV. Residuals are shown for best fitted model in the range up to
10′′, i.e. for T oute = 3.5 keV.

onto the detector plane. The MARX output was used to extract
the PSF profile for convolution with our model spectra. ChaRT
requires the position of the point source on the chip, exposure
time and the point source spectrum to run the simulations. For
these we used the position of Sgr A* in our stacked observa-
tion, total GTI exposure, and the best fitting model to the inner-
most region of Sgr A* (5”, Table 2). The normalized PSF con-
structed for our particular observation is presented in Fig. 3 by
black crosses and long dashed line. The PSF is wider than in the
paper by Shcherbakov & Baganoff (2010), due to the fact that in
our observations Sgr A* was slightly off-axis.

2.4. Extraction of the spectrum

We have extracted spectra from regions where the emission
of the line was the highest, especially from the region around
Sgr A*. Sgr A East region is treated separately and it will be
presented in the forthcoming paper.

For the purpose of this work, spectrum from circular region
of the radius of 5′′ around Sgr A* was extracted and analysed
in details. This was done to see how far from the BH the iron
line emission is crucial, and to estimate the temperature at the
outer radius of the dynamical flow, which is independently de-
rived while the surface brightness profile is fitted as presented in
Sec. 4.1.

Prior to creating the spectrum, a few point-like sources were
excluded since they might contaminate the results. The spectrum
was obtained with the specextract script for each observation
independently and merged with the combine spectra tool. We
consider two different regions for background: a distant region
marked as a green ellipse in the upper panel of Fig. 1, and a local
region defined as an annulus between 6′′ − 18′′ around the 5′′
source region. The distant background region does not contain
any point sources, and the diffuse emission is negligible inside
the ellipse. In the case of local background the possible point
source contamination was investigated and corrected for during
the data reduction process. After background subtraction, the 5′′
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Wang+ 2013Figure S.2: Comparison of the radial 1-9 keV intensity profiles of Sgr A* in quiescence (diamonds) and

in flares (triangles, as well as J174538.05-290022.3 (crosses). Both the Sgr A* flare and J174538.05-

290022.3 profiles have been normalized to the intensity of the first bin of the quiescent Sgr A* profile.

This normalization is performed after subtracting the corresponding local background of each profile,

estimated as the median value in the 6′′-8′′ range. The profiles are then shifted to the local background

level (the solid horizontal line) of the quiescent Sgr A* profile.
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Figure 1. Top: combined zeroth- and first-order 2–8 keV Chandra X-ray light curve of Sgr A∗ in 300 s bins for the entire 2012 XVP campaign with gaps removed;
events are extracted from a 2.5 pixel radius circular region around the source for the zeroth order and 5 pixel wide rectangular regions for the first-order light curves. A
number of flares of varying intensity are apparent, and are indicated by dotted red lines. Short blue horizontal lines indicate sample observations shown in the bottom
panel. Bottom: sample light curves of an observation with (left) and without (right) detected flares. ObsID 13854 (left) shows four moderately bright flares within
20 ks.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

photons, and grating order tolerances of ±0.2. Since much of
the background emission is found in the first order (Section 4), a
search of the zeroth order alone would also have good sensitivity
to flares. But the first order is essential for pileup calibration
(Section 4.1.1), and we prefer to use the same events to detect,
characterize, and calibrate our flares.

3. LIGHT CURVES AND FLARE DETECTION

The resulting X-ray light curves are shown in Figure 1.
For observations spread over nine months and a number of
spacecraft roll angles (which affects the diffuse emission in the
grating extraction regions), there is remarkably little variation
in the quiescent level (Table 1). Highlighting the stability of
the baseline emission are the numerous narrow flares, which
appear in over half of the 2012 observations (Table 1). Most
apparent is the large flare early in the campaign, described
in detail in Nowak et al. (2012), which is the brightest X-ray
flare ever observed from Sgr A∗ (see also Porquet et al. 2003).
Figure 1 includes several comparably bright flares and numerous
moderate and weak flares. One 2 day observation (ObsID 13840)
contains no flares, which is consistent with the average rate of
∼1 flare day−1 (Section 5).

In order to detect and characterize these X-ray flares, we
use an algorithm based on direct fits to the X-ray light curves
shown in Figure 1. There are systematic uncertainties associated
with any particular choice of search algorithm; the robustness
of our search and an alternative method (the Bayesian Blocks
routine; Scargle et al. 2013) are discussed in the Appendix.
Here, we fit the 2–8 keV light curves with a model consisting
of a constant baseline and Gaussian components to represent
the flares. Because the count rates are small, we use the Cash
statistic (Cash 1979) and the subplex fit method.

After a first pass to estimate the baseline count rate, we per-
form an automated search for narrow flares on an observation-
by-observation basis. In the algorithm, each time bin is exam-
ined: if the count rate is below the (fixed) quiescent level, it
is ignored (see Section 4.4.1 for a comparison of the data to
a Poisson process). Otherwise, we add a “flare” at the center
of the bin: a faint narrow Gaussian with an initial 1σ width
σt = 150 s. We fit for the flare amplitude and then allow σt

to vary as well. We restrict σt to be between 100 s and 1600 s
(empirically determined limits, below which the bin size starts
to become large relative to the flare FWHM and above which
confusion from nearby flares can interfere with the search pro-
cess). If the resulting amplitude is larger than the quiescent level
at 99% confidence for a single trial, the Gaussian component
is identified as a real flare, and we fit for the best amplitude,
center, and width.

Because the brightest flare (Nowak et al. 2012) showed
marked asymmetry, we also perform a search for time sub-
structure in the detected flares. Leaving the initial (significant)
component free, we add additional “subflares” as above, with
flare center times constrained to occur within ±2σt of the main
component, until additional substructure is no longer significant
at the 90% level. The substructure is equally likely to appear
before and after the peak. Finally, once all flares and substruc-
ture have been identified, we calculate 90% confidence limits
for each parameter, including the background level. We define
the start (stop) time of a flare to be the minimum (maximum)
value of the 2σt lower (upper) limits for all its subflares. For
each flare, we tabulate the start and stop times, durations, back-
ground count rates, rise and decay times, and note whether the
flare was truncated by the beginning or end of an observation.
We use customized models to fit for the peak count rate and
the fluence within the start and stop times of each flare directly
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Use X-ray transients in the Galactic Center  

to map foreground dust structure affecting X-ray images  

so we can apply this knowledge to Sgr A*



Swift J174540.7-290015



Swift discovery announced 
Feb 7, 2016 (ATEL 8649)

Swift Galactic Center monitoring campaign

[raw data]



Chandra observations!
ObsId 18055, 18056

Swift Galactic Center monitoring campaign

[raw data]



Chandra observations!
ObsId 18055, 18056

Swift discovers  
another transient,!
J174540.2-290037

(ATEL 9109)

Swift Galactic Center monitoring campaign

[raw data]



Chandra Obsids!
18731, 18732

Chandra observations!
ObsId 18055, 18056

Swift Galactic Center monitoring campaign

[raw data]



Search for dust scattering



ObsId 3392 ObsId 18055 ObsId 18731

background J174540.7-290015 profiles

PSF constructed with  
a low-NH source as template  

(QSO B1028+511)







How do we know if this is  
really dust scattering?
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Thank you

Residual surface brightness  
around SWIFT J174540.7-290015 
is consistent with X-ray scattering 

from foreground dust

Go into the time domain  
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Compare to radio and infrared datasets

Apply dust scattering effects to Sgr A*


